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THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS
By EGJ
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Beat
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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, NOVEMBER 16, 1932
Returns that are practically complete from the entire country give
•• H o o v e r 14,667,242 votes and
^ Roosevelt 20,661,548; N o r m a n
Thomas' draw was estimated at
I approximately 800,000—far below
; the expectations of his supporters.
A rough analysis of the state
. figures brings to light a few odd
, facts which in no way detract from
; either Mr. Roosevelt's sweeping
! victory or Mr. Hoover's high popular vote. In the six states which
the President carried, namely,
Conn., Del., Me., N. H., Penn., and
Article On Florida Alpha
[ Vt., he received 59 electoral votes;
Chapter In Forensic
, in those same states in the election of 1928, he received 62. A
Magazine
reapportionment of the 531 votes
of the Electoral College occasioned
In the October issue of the Forby a shift in relative population of ensic, Pi Kappa Delta national
the various commonwealths was honorary debating fraternity magthe cause of this seeming discrep- I azine, is an article on the Florida
ancy.
j Alpha chapter here at Rollins Col

OREICEe JELLS

Program of Vespers
Offered by Siewert

OF eOLLINS PI

Herman F. Siewert, the chapel
organist, offers this program for
Friday, November 18;
1. Choral Prelude, "Christ is
Risen"—Bach;
2. Lotus Land—Cyril Scott.
3. Carressing Butterfly — Barthelemy.
4. Then You'll Remember Me—
Bolfe( from the opera "Bohemian
Girl"). 5. Overture to the Merry Wives
of Windsor—0. NiSolai.

KAPPA DELTA

The trend of the sentiment of
the nation, whether it be against
the prevalent conditions or against
the present incumbent himself, is
exemplified by a comparison of the
numerical vote of those same six
states; in the Hoover-Smith contest, they accorded the Republican
a plurality of over one million,
while in the election just concluded the Democratic candidate lagged
but a little more than 200,000
votes behind.
This is a striking repetition of
the reverse of the situation obtaining four years ago, when the
supporters of Alfred E. Smith announced that a quarter-million
votes cast differently in the right
states would have reversed the result and placed him in the White
House. As the 59 electoral votes
held by Mr. Hoover this year were
retained only by the slim margin
of 200,000 votes, we discover that
if 120,000 ballots in those states,
properly distributed, had been
marked for the other candidate,
the landslide to Roosevelt would
have been complete.
That slight plurality represents
but three-one thousandths of the
total vote; mathematically speaking, and considering our odd method of choosing our leader'indirectly, three more votes in every thousand could have elected the Democrat unanimously.
In the Senate a wet contingent
of 61 is indicated for the next session of Congress which convenes
on March fourth; forty-nine is a
voting majority. In the House a
similar change is recorded, and the
Wets are certain of 323 supporters
with many more yet in doubt, also
a clear majority. After his inauguration, the incoming president
will doubtless lead his address to
the first Congress of his new administration with a request for
immediate consideration of the
Volstead Act and the Eighteenth
Amendment, assured as he is of
sufficient active support to lend
success to his efforts.
Russia has been mourning the
death of the second wife of its
most powerful figure, Joseph Stalin, who died on November eighth
at the age of 30. The cause of her
demise was not at first divulged,
and rumors to the effect that she
had died in an accident; a latter
pronouncement, however, attributed the end to peritonitis.
Mme. Stalin was the second wife
of the Russian leader and an assiduous devotee to the furtherance
of the Socialist Cause, working in
classes for three years at the AUUnion Industrial Academy. This
training, taken in the same manner as a peasant's work, qualified
her as an expert in the production
of artificial silk and made her eligible to a high administrative post
in the Soviet textile industry.
Little was known of her in Russia, so successful was her secluded
home life and her retirement from
publicity in shielding her personality from the nation; even as its
dictator's wife she was unknown,
and this circumstance often led to
the suspicion that the relationships
between them were not sufficiently exemplary of harmony to be
placed before the eyes of the Bol-

The Nobel prizes in chemistry
and literature have been awarded
to Dr. Ir\-ing Langmuir of Schenectady. N. Y., and John Galsworthy, the English novelist. The
award this year amounts to $30,(Continued on Page 2)

lege, by Maurice Dreicer.
After a short summary of th(
history of the college since 1925
when Dr. Holt was called to the
presidency and of the progressive
steps made by the introduction of
jthe Conference Plan, the article
continues by telling of the Forensic
activities at Rollins beginning with
the advent of Dr. Pierce as Professor of Speech.
"Dr. Pierce was lecturer, head
instructor, owner and director of
the Boston Lyceum School. He is
also an impersonator, radio announcer and entertainer, and was
formerly head professor of Speech
at Ohio University and at Mount
Union College, a t Alliance, Ohio.
Here at Rollins, Professor Pierce
has directed a college radio hour
over station WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
The programs have consisted of debates, faculty lectures and music,
as well as selections and plays by
the students."
It is told how the Oratorical Association of Rollins was founded to
foster the interest and increase the
experience of those students who
had had little speech work, how
the Association meets once a week,
giving programs of monologues,
pantomines, short skits and speeches and how the three past presidents, Morris Book, Jack Brown,
and Maurice Dreicer have helped
Professor Pierce make the Association of interest to all students.
The article continues by describing the work done in the community by the organized entertainment
bureau which gives free of charge
entertainments to the high schools,
Chamber of Commerce, Rotary,
Lion and Kiwanis Clubs, varied
Women's Clubs and Y. M. C. A.'s.
In 1930 the team met and defeated in four successive debates
the University of Kentucky. St.
Petersburg Junior College and
Forman were also defeated and the
team had two nondecision debates
(Continued on Page 3)

FALL HOMECOMING
Forty-five Former Students
Back Last Week
A vote of thanks should be given Henry Fordham, chairman of
the Alumni committee for the Fall
Home-Coming. Mr. Fordham is
president of the Varsity Club which
is made up of all alumni receiving
the Rollins "R" in athletics during their stay at Rollins.
.•Is president of this group he
took charge of the alumni work
for the fall home-coming and the
number of returning alumni for the
game last Thursday night gave
evidence of his success.
Mr. Fordham was ably assisted
on the committee by Bill Reid, '31,
anftther member of the Varsity
Club and by Fred Ward, '21, who
is a member of the Varsity Club
and also the Athletic committee.
The .\lumni committee worked
together with the Student-Faculty
committee and we feel that everyone who had any part in this effort should be given a hearty
"thank-you" by both alumni and
student body.
As the Alumni Association has
no budget for the present year all
work was voluntary. We also
wtsh to thank the Sandspur staff
for the special edition of the Sandspur which was sent alumni in the
state.

WUNSGH'S GLASS
HEARS HOfJSION
Zora Hurston Tells Of Her
Plans
Zora Hurston, a young negress,
a native of the negro town of Edenville, near Maitland, has been
very active in the past few years
studying anthropology and applying her studies to her own race.
Last Friday Mr. Wunch took his
English class to hear her tell what
she is trying to do, how she is doing it and especially of the project she is concentrating on at the
present time.
Zora Hurston's life has been a
full one. As a child she was inquisitive and alert, especially when
white people were concerned. She
made friends with a good many of
them and through them has had
unusual opportunities to develop
herself. She had been a student at
Howard University for two years
when, through the efforts of John
Erskine and others, she obtained a
scholarship at Barnard. She had
majored in English but, taking a
course in anthropulogy, she attracted the attention of Dr. Boaz,
an authority on the subject, and
was persuaded by him to change
her major to anthropology.
Again through Dr. Boaz she obtained a six months' fellowship to
collect negro songs, tales, and
dances in whatever part of the
country she might choose. Her
choice was Florida, and, more definitely, Edenville, at least, as a
starting point. Her work for the
next three years was wholly among
the people of her race, gathering
tales and songs handed down from
mouth to mouth for generations
and discovered in turpentine stills,
railroad camps, lumber camps,
where the negroes were simplest
and most animal-like. The all-important feature of negro lore, and
an absolute necessity in their lives,
is rhythm. The collection of songs
and stories Zora Hurston has
made, are of value for the genuineness of their rhythms.
Zora is planning at the present
time to produce a play-recital
called, "From Sun to Sun," portraying the life of the negro in
the railroad camp from break of
day to sundown. She has given a
similar production with a cast of
Harlem negroes in New York City
ng the past year and was offered a contract for a tour of thirty concerts from the metropolis to
west coast. However, her production did not satisfy her ambitions. She decided to return to
Edenville and, with a cast of the
true negro type rather than that
of the New York-ized negro, work
a production of enduring value.
is is what she is now occupied
doing and hopes to present it in
the Annie Russell theater after a
tryout performance in Edenville.
On Friday, Zora entertained the
group with some of her collection
of exaggeration, animal, and "Old
Master" stories, and with a beautiful recitation, partly in song, always with decided rhythms preminating, of a sermon she heard
d wrote down, given by a negro
angelist. The portion which she
gave was concerned with the creation of man and snatches from
the evangelist's interpretation f
Christ calming the storm, and of
the Crucifixion. The whole thing
was pure poetry, full of poetic figures, utterly lovely.
ara has promised to take a
11 group to a negro service in
Orlando some time soon.

WORLD FLASHES
FROM THE UNITED PRESSWashington, Nov. 16 ( U P ) —
President Hoover came back to
Washington today. He paused to
exchange greetings with a group
of a thousand friends who welcomed him home. He plunged immedatcly into momentous problems of
war debts and domestic difficulties confronting him. He arrived
at eight-thirty and by nine was at
his office at work.

an effort to gain reduction of his
eleven year sentence on conviction
charges of income tax

Moscow, Nov. 16 (UP)—Any
worker or official in Soviet Russia absent without justification for
one day during a month will be
subject to immediate discharge
loss of his bread card, according
to decree issued today by the Council of Peoples Commissar which
Belfast, Ireland, Nov. 16 (UP)— is aimed to overcome a w
Belfast swarmed with armed men neglect of duties.
today to guard the Prince of Wales
as the British heir neared the capLondon, Nov. 16 (UP)—Mrs,
ital to dedicate the new Parliament Amy Johnston Mollison, British
buildings. Ten thousand Orange woman flier, while attempting
men stood behind stout barriers record flight to Capetown landed
built between streets and sidewalks at Gao, French West Africa, at
along the two-mile route from the twelve-thirty P. M .Tuesday ani
Donegal quay to the white govern- continued to Duala, so reports sai
ment buildings. It was the largest today. Uneasiness had been felt
armed force ever given the prince because of lack of news of her
as there have been many demon- since she left Oran, Algeria, late
strations against his visit here last Monday.
night.
Voters cast at least one million
Atlanta, Nov. 16 (UP)—Al Ca- more ballots in last week's election
pone emerged from the grey ob- than ever before in the records of
scurity of prison today, enroute to the United Press. Tabulation reappear in the Federal Courts in sults in the United States showed
downtown Atlanta for hearing on today ballots already counted total
application of Habeas Corpus, in 37,500,000.

WALK OF FAME MOORE FUNERAL
GAINS PUBLICIiy SERVICES HELO
Hanna Makes Study Of Florida In Spain

Brother of Wreck Victim
Comes To Florida

Recently in the New York Herald Tribune, the Atlanta Constitution, the magazine "Spain" and a
number of other leading English
and Spanish publ.-Rtions u£ national circulation, appeared an interesting article on the Spanish
section of the Walk of Fame at
Rollins College. This article was
written by the donor of the "walk,"
A. J. Hanna, professor of Florida
and Spanish history. The article
was read in Spanish recenty at a
meeting of the Royal Knights of
America, in Tampa.
While in Spain last year. Professor Hanna made a study of the
Spanish background of Florida.
The twenty-two stones which he
collected while in the Iberian peninsula represent the famous Spanish conquistadores, artists, religious leaders and reformers, writers
and philosophers. Professor Hanna has from time to time given to
the library Spanish books which
he has collected in his travels.
Among the most valuable of his
gifts is a complete set of the works
of Galarraga, famous contemporary poet of Cuba and personal
friend of Professor Hanna.
Largely through the efforts of
Mr. Hanna, the Circulo Espanol of
Rollins has been affiliated with
the Institute de las Espanas in
New York City. Membership to
this organization gives the club
valuable program suggestions and
also the privilege of conducting
contes's in collaboration with the
ther Spanish clubs of America.

Private funeral servicea- -for
George F. Moore, victim of an auto
accident near Kissimmee late last
Fridajy night, were held in the
Larey Hand luneral home at Orlando at 10:30 yesterday morning.
Donald Moore, brother of the
deceased student, who arrived in
Winter Park Monday afternoon
from Port Huron, Mich., members
of Kappa Alpha fraternity of
which Moore was a member, the
entire freshman and varsity football squads, and other close friends
attended.
David D. Washburn, Long Meadow, Mass.; Frank M. Foster, Miami;
Charles M. King, Ashland,
Ky., and John B. Brown, Portland,
Me.,
were riding with Moore when
he attempted to avoid mules on
the road, causing the car to skid,
overturn three times, pinning him
beneath the car. The other occupants, thrown free from the auto,
suffered minor injuries except for
Washburn who received a compound fracture of the shoulder, and
fractured ribs.
The Port Huron
(Michigan)
Times Herald of November 12 published the following story regarding the Moore family;
"George Franklin Moore, the
adopted son of Miss Laura Moore,
Saint Clair, Mich., is survived by
one brother, Donald Moore, Port
Huron, and one sister, Miss Hilda
Moore, student in Olivet College,
Olivet, Mich.
"Miss Laura Moore was a sister of the late Franklin Moore,
this city, after whom the dead
youth was named. She was also
a cousin of Fred W. Moore, president of the Diamond Crystal Salt
Co.,
St. Clair. Miss Laura Moore
died Feb. 9. . . . "

Medical Association
To Sponsor Aptitude
Examination Soon
The Medical Aptitude Test will
be given under the auspices of the
Association of American Medical
Colleges on December 9th, 1932, at
00 P. M.. Those taking the test
will appear in Room 523 Knowles
at that time.
s is shown by the fact that 90
per cent of the medical colleges
the United States used this test
selecting their students last
year, it is very important that all
pre-medical students who expect
to enter a medical college in 1933
take this test. The test is only
given once a year, A fee of one
dollar is required to defray the expenses of the committee in charge
of this test.
Those desiring further information are advised to consult the
Registrar.

Dougherty Organizes
Male Quartet to Aid
Glee Clubs on Tours
Bruce Dougherty is organizing a
male quartet. Those chosen are:
Dick Wilkinson, bass; William
Mosteller, baritone; Robert Curry,
first tenor. Mr. Dougherty is still
looking for a second tenor. All
those who think they are able to
try out, will be welcome to do so.
An attractive schedule is in store
for this group. They will accompany the Glee Club on trips, they
will be heard in chapel and over
the radio.
After the male quartet has been
organized there will be try-outs
for a women's quartet.

Applications to be
In OfUce Thursday

OF
CLUB PRESENTS

All students wishing to make
application for entrance into the |
Upper Division at the beginning
of the winter term should have
their applications in the office not
later than November 17.
The
Board reserves the right to hold
over to winter term applications
coming in after that date.
Students may not register for Gonzalez Gives Complete Set
Of Books Of LiteraUpper Division courses in the winter term until their applications
ture
have been acted upon by the
Board.
Senor Don Eulogio Gonzalez of
Havana, president of the Rollins
Club of Cuba, has just presented
to the Rollins Library a complete
set of the International Library
of Famous Literature edited by
Mr. Richard Garnett.
This Biblioteca Internacional, including twenty-seven beautifully
bound
volumes, came in a Cuban
Professors and Students Air
mahogany book-case which Senor
Their Views
Gonzalez also gave to the library
and is published in the Spanish
The three-cornered political dislanguage. The editorial staff of
cussion a week ago Wednesday
this set, for the most part, conevening held at Recreation Hall
sists of most notable literary proincluded such data nomina as, in
ductions in the world in which the
the words of Dr. Bailey, first
greatest writers of ancient, mediespeaker, "progressive liberal Demval and modiern times are repreocats," Republican conservatism"
sented.
and "moonshine Radicalism" as the
This scholarly edition was comback-bone of contention to a sound
body of ideas whose soundness in- piled in collaboration with the foldividually was questioned in no un- lowing prominent men: Marcelino
certain terms by the champions of Menendez y Pelayo, director of the
their respective causes: Dr. Bailey, National Library at Madrid; RiDemocrat; Professor Lounsbury, cardo Palma, director of the NaRepublican, and Dr. Clarke, So- tional Library at Lima; Enrique
Jose Varonal, professor at Harcialist.
vard; David Pena, professor at the
University of Buenos Aires and la
John Gehrmann, president of the Plata; Jose Toribio Medina, secreLiberal Club, opened the meeting tary of the Facufty of the Humanby introducing Mr. Richard Wil- ities at the University of Santiago,
kinson, who read Dr. Bailey's Cuba; Justo Sierra, ex-minister of
nuscript because of the author's Public Instruction and Fine Arts
i^a^'ility to be present. With a
Mexico; Jose Enrique Rodo, exsweepii.Qp smile bearing no great professor of literature at the Unicomfort to x^epublican or Socialist vovsitv of. Montevideo; Richard
parties, the ijeiiiu*,.-avi«- ^..0,11.^,.^.., Garnett, librarian ot tne bii«.io..
leaving the elephant and kangaroo Museum at London; Leon Vallee,
to ignore each other, developed the librarian of the National Library
merits of the "well-trained don- at Paris; Alois Brandl, professor
key" on the subjects of the tariff, of literature at Imperial Universcrapping of armaments, and fur- sity, Berlin; and Ainsworth R.
thered a key-note—"co-operation- Spafford of the Congressional Li' upon which the native ani- brary, Washington, D. C.
mal, according to Dr. Bailey, is
With this library, the students
best suited for action contrary to in the Spanish department of Role Asiatic and Australian breeds. lins will be able to read famous se"Why my party, the Republican lections from the great literary
party, should be supported" . . . . masters of the world through
Professor Lounsbury presented in Spanish interpretation. It will exfull.
He compared the gra- tend the Spanish atmosphere alvity and the significance of this ready manifested at the college in
coming election with an early pe(Continued on Page 3)
d of American history by a quotation by Alexander Hamilton. The
present issue is great and all-important. The solemnity of the ocon must foster real recognition of the candidates, the man best
fitted to lead the country, and the
popular vote must reflect the will
of the people for the best. The
fitness of Hoover as such a leadi^as emphasized by a sketch of Dreicer and Eaton Are Home
the life and character of the "orFrom Trip To Georgia
ganizing genius." Professor Lounsbury ventured further by proclaimLate Tuesday night, November
his party's candidate as the
Maurice Dreicer and Stuart Eai-saver of civilization" with an
ton returned from an eleven hunaccompanying list of improvedred-mile debating trip through
ments due to the Republican adGeorgia.
ministration. Claiming to know
They, representing the Rollins
the three candidates personally,
Professor Lounsbury seems to debating team, met the Emory
maintain a friendship with only University debating team on Noone.
Governor Roosevelt's failure vember 7 at Macon, Ga., and upheld the affirmative on "The Reeadjust stock control, and his
lection of Herbert Hoover." This
probable neglect of the issue,
debate resulted in a tie.
[Id he become President, was
Later that evening, Dreicer comcited by Professor Lounsbury. The
peted in an oratorical contest at
ght of "throwing away a
the University of Georgia, in Athvote on Norman Thomas" was not
Much to his disgust Mr. Dreito be entertained for a moment by
drew Franklin D. Roosevelt as
Professor Lounsbury.
a subject, and had to speak favorr. Clarke presented the Socialing his candidacy.
ist doctrines capably and carefulMr. Elliot, of Emory, a staunch
ly. He gave a comprehensive comSouthern Democrat and winner of
parison of capitalist and socialist
third place at the Intercollegiate
merits. Uncontrolled production,
Oratorical contest two years ago,
economic imperialism, protective
this contest with his extemtariff, and war were among the
poraneous speech on the merits
hief points expanded. The quesand desirability of Mr. Hoover.
tion of government ownership was
On the return trip Dreicer and
trongly upheld, and World Court,
disarmament, elimination of the Eaton visited Georgia Wesleyan
College
and Mercer in Macon, in
present tariff.
order to schedule debates for RolAfter a few provocative senlins.
tences from the floor, the chairman
The debate with Emory makes
adjourned the meeting.
reicer eligible for the Special
Distinction key of Pi Kappa Delta,
Theta Kappa Nu announce the national honorary forensic society,
his was the fortieth debate in
pledging of Loring Pepper of Mawhich he has participated.
nasquan, New Jersey.

POLITIGAL TALKS

THE

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS
(Continued from Page 1)
000 at the current rate of exchange.
Dr. Langmuir has advanced
many notable theories of scientific import and made researches in
widely diversified branches of science for which he has received
many honors. At present he is
president of the American Chemical Association.
M r. Galsworthy's achievements
could no longer be overlooked in
consideration of a recipient for
the literary award, and it is a
long deserved, significant recognition that at last has come to the
British author and dramatist.
Italian aviation is rapidly advancing to the fore. With many
history - making flights behind
them, the Fascist Air Forces are
assembling plans for a projected
formation
trans-Atlantic
flight
to the United States on the occasion of the Chicago World Fair in
the summer of 1933.
Twenty seaplanes will participate in the undertaking, which
will be personally led by the
Italian Air Minister, Geii^ral Italo
Balbo, piloting hfs own plane. The
route followed wil be via England,
Iceland, Greenland, Newfoundland,
and New York on the westward
leg, with a non-stop jump either
from Newfoundland to Ireland or
from Bermuda to ,the Azores projected for the return journey.
Each plane will be manned by a
crew of four, and the chosen men
will go into a course of intensive
practical training next month at
the navigation school in Orbetello.
The original intention was for a
round-the-world formation flight,
but t h a t attempt was abandoned
when the difficulties and risks to
be surmounted failed to justify
the expenditures involved.
The planes will be fitted with
small auxiliary motors and dnv~
ir./- -• _ .;:• ; Xor use on the sea
L uuication with

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

IS
GREAT SUCCESS

SMALL DISPLAY IN RANDOM COMMENTS
By GORDON JONES
Geographically speaking, as well porters. The one claim of the
as in a number of other ways, this whole lot of them to fame is the
country of ours is, to say the least, birth of Thomas Edison, which
V i e w of S h o o t i n g S t a r s a n d
queer; or maybe I mean nominally took place in Milan, Ohio, through
Meteors is Limited
speaking. Anyway, this is the no fault of the Chamber of Commerce.
idea:
Although a good view of the
Don't leave yet, because Mr. McWith the fifty million names in
meteoric shower was obtained last
Comments has another datum to
night, the display of shooting stars the world to choose from, some
present. Miami was the name beI
very
unoriginal
settlers,
founders,
was not as brilliant as hoped for.
stowed upon ten innocent towns,
For the past three nights stu- instigators, and so-ons of towns
two of which are so small that the
dents have been watching the dis- 'and cities and counties in these
population is listed as three hyplay of shooting stars, or meteors, j United States felt duty-bound to
phens; our Florida model is the
in the sky between the hours of ; bestow honors mutually upon those
12:30 and 3:00 A. M. The main places and upon some famous man, only one that could be called a city,
with
its 110,000, and whether it
jor
something
of
the
kind.
observers met on the diving tower
from where one is able to obtain j Our statistical department, un- was the first or not is hard to say,
since
Ohio's contribution to Miaider
the
direction
of
Rand
McComan unobstructed view of the sky.
Among those students observing I ments, has, with the able assist- mi's fame (and also, if I may slip
were:
Helen Golloway, Louise 'ance of Rand-McNally's book of in a remark, Mi-discussion) is very
Smith, Carrington Lloyd, Jack maps and diversified information, old and very proud and very faConnery, Douglas Riggs, Richard unearthed the following thrilling mous.
On the other end of the nomendata for your perusal, if that's
Wolfe, and Laura Belle Fisher.
clatural question (bet there isn't
Star maps were made up ahead what you like to do with your daany such word), cdmes the probof time so that the apparent path ta; anyway here's the big thrill:
25 of the 48 states have a town lem of names like Pennsylvania
of the meteor in the sky among
Furnace, Kissimmee, Western Railthe "fixed" stars was able to be named Washington, and that isn't
counting
the -villes, -junctions, way Junction (Ala.), Zapata, and
taken instantly. The exact time
of as many meteors as possible -burgs, or o t h e r compounded Rhododendron, which probably ocwas recorded, the duration of the names, of which there are almost cur just like the birth of a nation
fall and the trail of the meteors as many more. But the worst of —once. Walla Walla comes in for
was able to be obtained. If these it all is that, outside of the origi- a razzing, too, although I hear the
shooting stars are traced back to nal Washington, which isn't in a depression has hit them out there,
their origin it would be found that state anyhow, the largest place and they call it simply Walla now,
i helping lots of people not to
they emerge from a given point, named after poor George is in
called the radiant. To calculate Pennsylvania, where "Little Wash- stutter and lots of stutterers not
to
stutter
worse.
this point is the important part of ington" sports 24,000 inhabitants
the observation.
to the census taker; and thirteen
(more than half) of the WashingLet's get into the movie reviews
If the true path of many meteors
can be obtained in different parts tons have less than one thousand for a bit of a change. If it isn't too
of the country, the orbit of the souls to sport to anyone. The av- late, I'd like to register just a
Leonid Meteors around the sun can erage of the whole is 2,728—a glo- short opinion of a picture which
be calculated and chances of pre- rious tribute to the father of our. practically everyone has seen,
dicting meteor showers in the fu- country. He has more living rel- "THE BIG BROADCAST." To do
it in short order, I'll tabulate the
ture will be greatly improved. It atives of his own than that.
Washington isn't the only one crilScism, more or less:
will also be possible to gain addiThe best features of the picture,
tional information concerning the made to look silly. Just glance
upper portion of the Earth's at- at what happened to Milan when apart, of course, from the star's
mosphere from the path the me- her favorite sons' friends started song, Please, were entirely up to
teors are found to seek.
out to name places in America: the dusky contingent; namely, The
The University of Florida was there are a round dozen towns of Mills Brothers and Cab Calloway.
that
name in as many states, av- The least pleasant—I v^ery nearly
also taking observations at the
(Continued on Page 3)
same time. It will be interesting eraging 1034 loyal, I trust, supto see if their records of the meteors will coordinate with ours.
Some meteors will appear to go
in slightly different Ja-ctiu...
fr^-n ours, becauafe^ of chanp--' ' "
n^-rnpective. F»Dm these d^f^er' ^-- able
t.h,^
the

ol Nights
td Comforts
Up

The R, F.

Vote Of Thanks Is Given To
Varsity Club
Through the efforts of Henry
Fordham, who worke'd steadily for
two weeks to put it across, the
Fall Home-coming of last Thursday was a great success.
Forty-five alumni responded to
the numerous invitations sent out
by Mr. Fordham. These were:
Harvey Gee, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J.
Inglis Love, John W. Reid, Luella
Lyle, Severin Bourne, Mr. and Mrs.
D. Henry Fordham, Marion Templeton, Mitzi Mizener, Raymond W.
Greene, Froggy Walter, Miriam
Sprague, Dean A. D. Enyart,
Cloyd H. Russell, Charles Katzman, Richard Wilkinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Carlson, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Vincent, Lucille LeRoy,
old Cochenour, Carol Walter,
Fleetwood Peeples, Stanley Warner, Kenneth Warner, Hiram Powers, Mr. and Mrs. Frederic H.
Ward, J. Harold Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Colado, Warren Ingram, Gertrude O. Ward, Robert C. Boney,
Robert Wright, Edward Eichstadt,
Ruth Cole, Frank Hodgkinson,
Helen Dickinson Kelly, Margaret
McKay, Gwen Bartholomew, Clara
Adolphs, and William Lofroos.
Another feature of Home-comg was the display in the front
yard of the Kappa Alpha house.
A miniature football field on one
half of the ward and a welcoming
sign on the other half, lent color
to the occasion.
Advertise in the Sandspur

We carry a complete line of
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Order Your Personal and
Engraved Cards Now

Miss Audrey Packham, assistant professor of education at Rollins, has consented to be faculty
advisor of the Phi Mu sorority.

Orlando

Florida

228 PARK AVE.

PHONE 60

ORANGE LAUNDRY
and
COLONIAL CLEANERS
A Clean Service For Every
Need
Phone 413
Winter Park

Plumbing, Heating and Gas Appliances
122-124 Welbourne Ave.

. . . FISCHER'S . . .
Clothes For the Campus
featuring—the Ultra New and
Swanky Swagger Suits and
Jumper Dresses
22 S. Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.

9n%
D I S C O U N T
LiV CASH AND CARRY
Dry CFeaning and Laundry
Consult Us About Prices

Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.
332 E. Park Aye., Winter Park

Steve's Bar-B-Q
Open r A. M. to 4 A. M.
Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
Mexican Chili'
Midway between Orlando and
Winter Park

Phone 274

Worn Out Spark
Plugs
waste one gallon of gasoline
!
out of every ten
CHANGE YOUR SPAKK
PLUGS EVERY 10,000 MILES

G€LF $UeE§

New spark plugs will pay for
themselves in Gasoline savings.

A two-toned tan and biege
plain-toe golf oxford with
spikes—

DRIVE IN TODAY AND LET
US TEST THEM FOR YOU
We have factory approved
equipment for making complete
tests of the electrical units of

Winter Park, Fla.

In the Fashion Section

ORANGE-BUICK
PONTIAC CO.

Yowell-Drew Co.

330 N. Orange
"Open Evenings"
Phone 8335—5353

ORLANDO

Before Those
Thanksgiving Dinners
and Dances
SEE THE NEW
SHIPMENT OF

DINNER
and

EVENING
CLOTHES
Frances Slater
Shop

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
J'RENCH DfeY CLEANERS

1

PHONE
Winter Park—9188
Orlando—3176
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
1

Thanksgiving Flowers

1

Telegraph Chrysanthemums home for the Holidays.

1

Tea For Two or Dinner For Twelve

i

Perrydell Tea House and Gift Shop

|

Also Rooms for Visiting Parents and Friends

i

Phone 5461

1

22 E. Gore Ave.

Orlando, Florida

L i n i E GREY HOUSE
FLORA STUDIO
Phone 7695 Orlando
And arrange for an appointment

1

Jr. Deb shops invite your

East Park Ave.

FOR CHRISTMAS

20 N. Orange Ave.

The Better Dress and

LUCY LITTLE'S FLOWER SHOP

A Good Likeness Beautifully Told

Fresh Popcorn

Carnegie Hall

"at the corner, downtown"

Bunny wraps and velvet wraps
starting at
$12.75

FOSTER R. FANNING

Representative
Rollins College Publicity Office

1931-Buick 66s Coupe—This car was
used by one of our officials and is
in like new condition, fully equipped, including- 6 wire wheels and
metal tire covers
»895
l?31-Pontiac 4 door sedan. Driven
less than 4,000 miles
5545
1931-PoHtiac convertible coupe, extra clean
?495
1929-Pontiac 4 door sedan
»235
1931-Chevrolet 2 aloor sedan ....S.195
1930-Plymouth' coupe
^$2fl5
1931-Essex 2 door sedan, exception
ally clean throughout
*395
1931-Oakland convertible c o u p e ,
original finish in beautiful green
duco, leather upholstery, 4 new
tires, 6 wire wheels with side
mounts, mechanically perfect ...,S575
1930-Pontiac coupe, extra
clean
$345
1929-Graham sedan
—8145
1929-DeSoto Phaeton
—S195
1926-L.ineoIn 7 passenger sedan, the
best value in toiyn .?195
1927-Chrysler 60 sedan
_ $105
EXTRA SPECIAL
1924-Cadillac i door sedan, starts
and runs good
$29
1926-Hudson 4 door sedan
$29
Iff27-Chrysler 60 sedan
$6»
1929-Chrysler 65 sedan
_
$99

and lovely fabrics add charm
and individuality to Evening
fashions that "star" after six.
Youthful styles for college girls
in sizes 11-17 and 14-210 starting at
112.75

offers you

Quality Meats at Money-Saving Prices

Severin Bourne

from the De;

CITY STORAGE
GARAGE

Swaying Lines

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET

Its are intelligrence, chard at least two years ot
A-ork, including- the sub-

R.C Baker, Inc.

edy Co.

FACULTY

E T y o u r n a m e on the
E Q U I T A B L E ' S Annuity
payroll a n d enjoy t h e comfortable feeling t h a t comes with
t h e knowledge t h a t you will
receive a r e t i r e m e n t p a y check
m o n t h after m o n t h a s long
a s y o u live.

belo
nly ;
our exceptional values which we
are offering at prices to move them.

We

242 Park Avenue

PARENTS

G

COME IN AND SEE US AT
THE

Bennett Electric
Shop

29 E. Pine St.

DURHAM, N. C.

Others at $9 and $10 in both
spiked and rubber-soled oxfords.

Used Cars!

Students I
For Cold Nights
Electric Heaters—$1 to $18.50

Davis Office Supply Co.
Beta Lambda of Alpha Phi announce the pledging of Shirley
Stanwood.

ANNUITIES

Duke University
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

$6.50

land points by

..-iroughout the •".':-'•' „.i.c
-afpty factor ia perhaps the highest of any similar project yet attempted.

The Student's Store

One Mile from College North on Main Highway
"The tea house of charm and distinction"

Personal Attention to Special Parties.
Private Dining Rooms.
Entertainment arranged for dinner parties.

inspection of a handsome
collection of new evening
dresses, displayed

with

the proper accessories.
Second Floor

For reservations call Mrs. Wright, Winter Park 9193-M
Students are invited to make themselves at home

French Fried

GEO. M. FETRREE
Every kernel has the flavor
popped in.
Roasted Peanuts

THE PEWTER PITCHER
145 West Fairbanks Avenue

Specials This Week

Club Breakfasts—25c to 45c

$ .50 Chassis Lubrication

Lunch—35c to SOc

The Undersellers,

Dinner—50c to 75c

INC.
Visit our 10c counter for Convenience and Economy

A la Carte Service

S3.00 Simonize
Sl.OO Wash

$4.50 Total

The College Garage

ALL FOR $3.50

DICKSON-IVES
Orange Ave.

ORLANDO

I'hoi

Orlando

THE

ROLLINS
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that j;he couple speak throughout
e entire story goes the credit for
duty well done, but to that cou(Continued from Page 2)
ple themselves goes the distinction
said worst—^was presented by of having made that well-doing
portly Kate Smith, who is worthy
of more appropriate songs than
Miss Bankhead has heretofore
igazine, a pub- It Was So Beautiful, and can cer- eemed to be holding her head high
lication which attempts to hold up tainly sing any song better than above the level to which she
Alice Cheney With Company the mirror to American foibles and
she sang that one in the picture. thought she must necessarily lowShe Helped To Found
hobbies, a magazine of satire and
Of course the plot didn't matter er it to become a part of her stageconstructive criticism, has just an- much, but as long as there was set environment, with the inevitaIn this day and age there are nounced its offer of $1000 for the one it should have been made bet- ble result that she has given the
few actresses who would give up best satiric contribution, literary ter and a little more believable; impression of being one who fears
a career on Broadway for the or artistic, to be turned in to their the music, or the actual big broad- she will be seen in inferior comtrials and tribulations of touring offices March 10th of next year. cast, was not held up to ridicule, pany, where she suddenly has disThe contest is exclusively limit- and there is no reason why the covered herself. She has apparthe provinces, as Broadway says.
However, ten years ago a young ed to undergraduate students of comedy could not have been more ently always been reluctant to be
actress, playing on Broadway in American colleges and universities like the excellently done "suicide" anyone but Tallulah Bankhead hersupport of some of the theater's and is unlimited in the choice and scene and less on the order of a self at heart, regardless of the
most noted stars, had the vision to preparation of material. Literary burlesque theme. True, the re- part she endeavored to portray.
see that Broadway was a very contributions are not to exceed semblance to that type of show
Robert Montgomery seems here,
limited world, and that the drama 1000 words and non-prize winning was only superficial, but present as ever, too natural to be only on
if it were to exist, must be really material of merit will be purchas- nevertheless, to the detriment of the screen; one feels that when
taken to the people. About this ed at regular space rates.
the high standard set by the musi- he leaves the picture he must walk
The judges include Gilbert Sel- cal entertainment.
time this actress, Alice Keating,
off backstage, and that if one
Hendrik Van Loon, and
met and married a young man of des,
wants to see him, the stage door
George Grosz, all prominent Amersimilar vision, Bushnell Cheney.
will provide ample access to him
"FAITHLESS,"
Tallulah
BankWith the wedding checks they ican men of letters. All manu- head's new vehicle in which she after
the curtain has fallen.
received they started The Jitney scripts and material should be ad- runs Bob Montgomery a close race Whether his influence was suffiPlayers.
This organization was dressed to Americana, 1280 Lex- for first honors, gives me an op- cient in itself to remove the shell
the result of an ideal nourished by ington Avenue, New York.
portunity that I'm almost afraid of reticence from his new leading
these two people. With the death
to grasp. I entered the theatre to lady, it is not necessary to decide.
of Bushnell Cheney the entire mansee this picture with no precon- The fact is that the pair co-operagement of the company fell to his
ceived notion of what was in store; ate admirably and blend their perwife. Not only was she unusualno review has, to my knowledge, sonalities to make of this picture
ly fitted to carry on this work,
appeared in any widely read pub- an admirable hour-and-a-half enhaving been co-founder and co-lalication, and the picture itself was tertainment.
borer, but her position in the theNor does the quality of the provery modestly advertised locally,
atrical world fitted her to head
so that the effect the presentation duction end there; indeed, it is far
her company of players which she
better
cast than many "all-star,"
of the story and the performances
recruited from Broadway to sup- Dean Enyart Spealts On An of its players had upon me was not million-dollar stupendosities which
port her in her various repertory.
"Adventure In Faith**
have
been
foisted upon us since
influenced in any way by my own
In Buffalo, where Alice Cheney
ex:pectations, which might
or the earliest days of our recollecDean Arthur D. Enyart spoke
tions
of
the
moving pictures. Not
was born, she had been active in
might not have proved to be justione illogical sequence mars the
the usual amateur and scholastic on "An Adventure in Faith" fti the fied.
progress
of
the
tragic events that
dramatics. As a child she wrote Chapel service last Sunday mornThat is merely by way of saymany plays and directed and acted ing.
ing that if my enthusiasm seems all but swallow the existence of
Organ Prelude "Prayer", Calthe
two
forlorn
characte
in them. However, her direction
and,
to run out of bounds, so to speak,
•<
was not always so easy on her other lerts.
the
there is no reason for it save that m o s t remarkable of
Processional Hymn — "Joyful,
actors, as she wished each part insmoothness
of
the
flowing
story
self-same enthusiasm's tendency
terpreted as she saw it and quite Joyful, We Adore Thee."
to slight uncontrolability at times, allows us to realize throughout
The Call to Worship:
often she would rush upon the
Und my willingness to allow it that we are witnessing the unfoldServe the Lord with gladness;
stage, push the various members
ing .of a gripping and intense tale
plenty of rope.
of her company to one side and in- come before His presence with a
may still reWhen an age-old, stereotyped,)of hardship while
sist upon playing all the roles her- song. Know ye that the Lord He and worn-out plot such as the one
loof from its cares. In othself. While in Buffalo she was as- is God: and it is He that h^s made upon which "FAITHLESS" i s er words, we reap the benefits of
us
and
not
we
ourselves:
we
are
His
sociated with Katherine Cornell in
founded can be endowed with the the tragedy and its force, without
t plays given at'P^^P^e and the sheep of His pasverve and newness such as the feeling ourselves the unwilling parjture. Blessed are they that dwell
church socials.
mere presence of Tallulah Bank- ticipants in the difficulties.
still
Mrs.
Cheney's education was ac- i" Thy house; they will
head and Robert Montgomery lends
Bearing more than an outward
quired mostly abroad and she praising Thee. Hope in the Lord, to this example of it, there must resemblance to two of Montgomstudied the drama over a period for with the Lord there is mercy be something new under the sun. ery's previous efforts, "FAITHof years in Berlin under some of ;»"*! with Him is plenteous redemp- To the author of the priceless lines 'i.ESS" is further distinguished
the great German managers. She,tion. Draw near unto God and He
became a student of Emmanuel ^iH ^ r a ^ "ear unto you.
Reicher and of Yvette Guilbert.
A Litany of Praise:
After this period she studied dancThe Leader: And it shall come
ing under Isadora Duncan. Upon to pass that the wolf shall ^ • - '
her return to this country she en- with the lamb, and th. leopard
tered upon a professional career shall he down •ith the kid, and
under the direction of Winthrop the calf and the young lion an.
Ames and made her debut on I the fatling together, and a littL
Broadway in Maeterlinck's "The child shall lead them. They shal
Betrothal." After a period of time , "ot hurt nor destroy in all My
with Ames she played under the holy mountain, for the ean
management of Arthur Hopkins
full of th, knowledge of God
playing in support of Lionel Bar- as the waters
rymore in "Macbeth" and "Rich- us rejoice in t
vision of i
ard the III." She achieved a sig at peace.
Eesponse:
•ith
We
niticant triumph playing "Opheliaopposite John Barrymore in "Ham thanksgiving.
The
Leader
And
the
governlet." After these successes sh
became a member of the New ment shall be upon His shoulder,
York Theater Guild company and a"<i His name shall be called Wonrful, Couns ellor. Mighty God
iiany ot their earlif efplayc
; Everlasting Father, Prince oJ
forts
the founding of the Jit- ' Peace. Of tht increase of His govshall
ney Players she has played many ernment and His peace th
leads and created the title roles be no end. Let us rejoice that in
in many plays never before seen the principals of Jesus we may
in this country. On her Western find a way to universal good-will
tour this year Mrs. Cheney shows and concord.
her unusual gift to great advant-' Eesponse: We rejoice in the
age,
playing four distinct'and in- moral leadership of Jesus.
dividual types in as many plays.
She will be seen as Esther in Tom ! D r c i c C r T c l l s O f
Robertson's mid-Victorian comedy,
"Caste;" as Raina in George Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the Man;"
as Maria Marten in the blood(Continued from Page 1)
curdling melodrama. "The Murder
in the Red Barn," and as Berinthia
with Carlton and the University
in Richard Brinsley Sheridan's "A
of Pittsburg.
Trip to Scarborough."
In 1931 the team defeated Florida
Mrs.
Cheney, supported by The
University three times, won two
Jitney Players, will be seen here
victories over Miami University,
in "The Murder in the Red Barn"
St. Petersburg Junior College and
on November 19th at The .\nnie
Southern College. They also conEussell theater.
quered Purdue University, the big
ten champions.
Rollins secured
three more victories by defeating
Bowling Green College in different
debates. In the Speech tournament
B o o k s T o C o l l e g e " ' •^*'^"'^' Georgia, Rollins was
defeated by the winners of the

JIINEK PLAIERS

American Magazine
Offers Prize For
Best Contribution

Random Comments

REGULAR CHAPEL
HELD

Club Will
PLANS FOR TRIPS Studio
Further Interest of ARMISTICE DAY
MAPPED R! TEAM Art at Rollins PR06RAM HELD
Debate With Oxford To Be
Broadcast Over WEAF

The Studio Club is reorganizing this year under the supervision
of Hugh McKean. The club is endeavoring to further the interests
of a r t on the Rollins campus. All
those interested are invited to attend the meetings on Friday evenings at the Art Studio.
Talks by men and women will
be given from time to time. The
club is expected to derive much
from its membership in the Florida Federation of Arts.
The following officers
were
elected at the last meeting: President, Margaret Irma Jaeger; vice
president and secretary, Mary Lou
ise Nohl; treasurer, Elisabet Rich
ards.

Eleven Speakers Are On
Program

An Armistice Day program was
With a debate with Oxford headpresented in Knowles Chapel at
ing the list, thi KoUins debating
8:15 Friday evening.
team has mappe 1 out two interesting trips for th( coming season.
An organ medley of national
The debate with Oxford will be
anthems, played by Mr. Siewert,
broadcast from station WEAF in
served as prelude. The invocation
New York on December 17, bewas given by Dr. Vincent and aptween the hours of 4 and 5 p. m.
propriate scriptural readings by
On their trip North, besides this
Dean Enyart. Walter Perkins next
debate, the team plans debates
read messages sent for this occawith the following colleges; Bates
sion by Dr. Holt and Dean CampCollege, Lewiston, Me., Boston
bell.
University and Tufts College. The
debators plan to be back soon after
Dr. Eugene E. • Shippen, presidthe first of January.
ing, gave the keynote speech,
On their second trip, which will
"What Modern War Means." "The
be taken during Easter vacation,
next war will be a chemical war,"
debates with the nine chapters of
d Dr. Shippen. "It will be fought
the Pi Kappa Delta in the S.
between the labratory experts of
ern province are planned.
the
belligerent nations." He then
Bob Sprague, member of the
The big debate here will be
described some of the latest deass of '30 and sister of M:
Dublin University, of Dublin
velopments
in deadly weapons. In
studying Law at the University
land. It will be held
closing, the doctor mentioned the
Recreation | of Chicago this year.
Hall December 8.
William Hinckley, better known League for Peace and DisarmaBill, '31, is taking his Master' ment, under whose auspices the
Psychology at Columbia program was given, and commendbeing the best of the three ir
and is living at the International ed its purpose.
respects.
"But The Flesh
Following Dr. Shippen's address
Weak" carried him through the House.
Robert Grover Cleveland of the Prof. Tory answered his own quesdepths of wretchedness in the same
manner, but even sparkling Madge Class of '32 is working at the tion, "Does Human Nature Make
His answer was negaEvans could not afford him the Chase National Bank, 20 Pine Us Fight?
tive and he proceeded to sustain it
support that the new Tallulah Sireet, New York City.
Lottie Turner is taking her Mas- with admirable logic.
Bankhead provides, both as trageter's at Columbia this year madienne and comedienne..
Hereby a new fashion was apAllowing for a wide divergence joring in Economics. Her address parently set, for the next three
is Box 293, 411 West 116th Street, speakers, Jean Fullington, Bernin tastes and granting that
New York City.
pressions may vary
ard Bralove and Boyd Kyner fired
Joseph Balcar is studying at the queries at themselves and seemed
stances, I cannot but believe that
"FAITHLESS" will take its right- University of Chicago also
not at all doubtful of their ability
ful place among the best of the studying for his Doctor's
to reply. To the self-inflicted
year's productions, and that (con- in Sociology and is living at the question, "Is War Necessary for
ceding considerable years of ex- International House.
Self Defense?" Miss Fullington
Sunday morning the last of the responded with an emphatic NO, as
perience to the critics who matter)
it will be well received when it alumni retraced their steps to their did Messrs. Bralove and Kyner, revarious and sundry occupations.
reaches the large houses.
spectively, to the demands, "Does
Among the few of last year's National Honor Eequire W a r ? "
Miss Euth Heaten of Orlando class who came either up or down and "Does Peace Lead to National
was the guest of the Kappa Alpha to Eollins for the home-coming are: Decay?"
Theta's on Sunday afternoon. Ruth Kay Stewart Love, Frank HodgAt this point to organ accomis a Theta from Butler University kinson, Eoger Holt, Froggy Walter, paniment the audience sang, "Give
and is visiting her mother, Mrs. Harvey Gee, Charlie Katzfnan and | To Us Peace In Our Time, Oh
Lord.''
Lucille Leroy.
Ella Heaton, of Orlando.

NEWS NOTES ON
THE ALUMNI

Rollins Pi Kappa
Delta Fraternity

Head of Cuba Club
Presents Library

i tournament, the team from North
State Teachers College at Denton.
the climate, landscape, the Annie
Last year Rollins had the privicU Theatre and Knowles Me- lege of debating •ith the visiting
morial Chapel, and the Spanish team from Oxford, England, and
Walk of Fame collected by Profes- was honored by having Pi Kappa
sor A. J. Hanna.
, Delta established here. The same
Rollins is greatly indebted to year a trip was taken by the team
this distinguished and loyal Cuban to debate against other colleges.
alumnus for his substantial con- They met Bates, Purdue, New Y'ork
tribution to the Spanish depart- University, Cincinnati, Springfield,
ment. His benefaction will doubt- and Ohio Universities.
less inspire other gifts of books.
Plans for the coming year inart and money on the part of those, elude a debate on December 13
who wish to support Rollins in its with the University of Dublin
program of emphasizing Spanish Winter Park, and one on Dece;
civilization and Florida's rich ber 17 with Oxford University
Spanish heritage.
New York City over WEAF.

© 1932, t i c o m & MYSKS TOBACCO Co.
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HE young man is saying the
reason he smokes Chesterfields
is because they satisfy.
The young lady agrees with him
She says:"They click with me, too.
I'm not what you'd call a heavy
smoker. But even I can tell that
they're milder. Besides, I always
THE CIGARETTE THAT'S MILDER <

have a kind of feeling that Chesterfields taste better."
She's right. Chesterfields are
just as pure and wholesome as
Nature and Science can make them.
And we have upwards of 90 millions of dollars invested to ensure
their mildness and better taste.
THE CIGARETTE THAT TASTES BETTER

THEY'RE CLICKING
WITH

MILLIONS

FOUR
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energetic as its name implies,
victorious in single combat
and therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and N L T f ^ ^
extensive in circulation: all
^i^-*^
these will be found upon investigation to
be among the extraordinary qualities of the
Sandspur."
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AND THE WORLD STILL GOES
ON! DEMOCRATIC LOVE FEAST
IN THE OFFING
And the world still goes on!
Franklin Delano Roosevelt—John Garner: President and Vice-President of the
United Stateg for the next four years! So
did the voters indicate their preference at
the polls November 8.
The reaction from the election of these
men to the highest posts in our country is
amusing to some extent. The stock excliange in Tokio jumped forward because
a. feeling existed that the Democrats will
be more lenient in regard to Manchuria.
The exchange in New York City also responded and stocks recorded gains of fifty
eents to two dollars. We even re^d shortly before the election that a brewery school
had been reopened in the United States to
train new brewers! And you probably can
thank or blame these two men for that,
too!
Crying the blues before the presidential
election, many business men suggested that
there would be a worse depression if these
two Democratic gentlemen were elected.
The main reason was, of course, that the
Democrats were unfit to govern wisely,
though there was stress placed on the fact
that the four months' interim between election and inauguration would cause uncertaisty.
Immediate reactions after election day
are probably equally as false as guides for
future economic recovery as are the claims
that Democratic government will cause
chaos. Surely no one can really know.
Truly, one can hazard a guess, but such a
prediction is 100% a guess.
There is a certain amount of truth that
uncertainty is bad between November and
March, and when the day dawns that this
gap is materially reduced, there can be no
question but that the affect will be beneficial. Too, there is some truth in the
statement that business might be expected
to take another set-back upon Democratic
success in this past election. At the same
time it behooves everyone to discount to a
great extent all statements of this sort issued by Democrats and Republicans alike.

The rise of the market November 9 does
not mean that the market is going to boom;
it may be a false start; it may be that
"bulls" were overly active. It may, in fact,
mean most anything. We must say, however, that there naturally should and will
be rejoicing that the market did not dip.
We do not mean to infer that it would have
been better had there been no change; we
merely are pointing out that "caution is
the better part of valor" when analyzing
such a rise.
It remains to be seen now what the Democrats will do. With a Democratic senate
and house in conjunction with a Democratic President, we can expect a spirit of cooperation to exist that should prove particularly beneficial. There should be no
vetoing of congressional measures; nor
should there be any passing of bills over
Presidential veto. And it probably is well
to add that- we hope that the legislation
that is enacted will be of such merit that
it does not call for veto of President Roosevelt or the defeat of congress, considering
especially that such veto and defeat probably would be out of the question.
What a love feast the United States government ought to have for the next four
years! And may this love feast be one
that spells I-M-P-R-O-V-E-M-E-N-T not
only in business but in reduction of governmental expenditures and international
debts.
The word is Democratic from President,
Vice-President, representatives, senators,
governors, postmasters, White House janitors and ambassadors, to counsels!
Let Republicans, Socialists, Independents,
and other mongrels lock hands with victorious Democrats in prayer that the next four
•years will be ninety-six months of prosperity!
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CHEERING AT FOOTBALL.
GAMES IS STILL
TERRIBLE
What IS the matter with the cheering?
We realise that everyone is probably tired
of hearing how poor the cheering at football games is, but, if so, why doesn't somebody do something about it? Most high
schools show more pep and enthusiasm
than the Rollins student body.
Last year the only real cheering occurred
at the last game when the college band was
on hand. Is the silence due to a lack of a
band of our own or to some deep depression felt by the students as a whole? If
it's the lack of a band surely some enterprising student could, with a little co-operation, start one. There must be at least
a few members of last year's band still on
campus.
' •
Where is the far-famed "Rollins spirit?"
The comparative silence which backs the
team when they are within ten yards of
their opponents goal, the scattered cheers
which follow a completed pass or a long
run are most discouraging.
We have heard students murmur something about "too hot for good cheering" or
"not real football weather." This may be
true but the team gets out on the field regardless of the weather and wins games.
However, last Thursday was sufficiently
like footbal] weather for most of us. Even
then the cheering was weak.
Two home games remain, so it isn't too
late for some real cheers and enthusiasm.
Let's attend those games and prove to the
team, which hasn't lost a game this year,
that we are backing them even though a
bit tardy in so doing.

J U S T HUMANS

•By GENE CARR

'i^hAnim

' Items
One of the most amusing things
ve heard about houseparty is the
tory of the lad who met his date
at the station, and who discovered,
as the train pulled out that she had
left her coat on the train. The poor
girl was terror stricken, or something, so the gentleman, with a
grand gesture said, "Hell, baby,
I'll buy you another just as good
or better."
So a telegram was sent by the
Lehighite to his father in New
York. Said the wire: "Dear Dad:
HOUSEPARTY D A T E
LOST
C O A T ON TRAIN, PLEASE
WIRE FIFTY." The couple waited around the telegraph office and
pretty soon a reply came back.
The wire read: "DEAR SON: I
L O S T SHIRT ON MARKET,
PLEASE WIRE FIVE."
Brown and White.

A pal! Clay A. Daggett of the
State Teachers College, Whitewater, Wise, comes forth with the
statement that "Teachers and
The Glutton.
professors would do better if they
encouraged the student to cram
and cram often."
Though our American forefathers considered cramming a
Winter Park, Florida, is being attempted; let him be- disgrace, psychologically speaking,
Nov. 10, 1932. ware of a spirit of levity, of blase it is the most efficient way - of
condescension, grasping a t the studying.
Burton J, Hendrick, on the very first To the Editor of the Sandspur:
Some of America's greatest
Might I, as an outsider, but one chance to flaunt his little personal
page of his two-volume life of Andrew
Carnegie, reminds us that the name of the who has been deeply interested in reactions in public; for after all, scholars were crammers. Horace
great steelmaster is commonly mispro- Rollins and all that concerns it, no one cares whether the play in Mann crammed enough Latin and
A WORD ABOUT THE FIRST AND
• a period of years, be permit- question struck his particular Greek in six months for passing
nounced in this country. Most Americans
FUTURE HOME COMINGS AT
entrance requirements at Harinsist on accenting the first syllable. Pro- ted to offer a word of criticism fancy or left him cold. Then, in
ROLLINS COLLEGE
erly, says Mr. Hendrick, one should stress and a suggestion or two in regard a few, simple, direct statements, vard. Imagine, Latin and Greek!
The first Rollins Home-coming has come
the second syllable, pronouncing it as to your reviews of the student dra- avoiding like the plague all literary Barnard, another of America's
and gone. We feel that, everything conthough it were spelt "Carneggie," in fact, matic productions ?
foremost educators, was similarly
verbosity, pj-eciosities and ei
sidered, our first efforts to establish this
the records of Dunfermline, Scotland, freFirst of all, your reviewer tion, let him tell the eagerly wait- successful at cramming.
institution for the mutual enjoyment of
quently show the name written with a dou- should have clearly in mind the ing students whether the producLincoln composed t h a t mastergrads and students alike were quite sucble "g."
purpose of such a review, which tion has come up to the standard piece. The Gettysburg Address,
cessful. That the number of returning
Clipped from.the BostoH Herald Nov.»7, is constructive criticism, based on agreed upon, and if not, in exact- during his trip from Washington
alumni was not large is no indication of
to the battlefield. Franklin "work1932, by a former student of Rollins to a fair, intelligent standard of ly what particulars it fell short.
the future possibilities of this initial moveAnd then, having discovered ed with all his might." Roosevelt
whom this has always been a sore subject judgement. He should point out
ment, which we hope will become a tradito the student wherein his perfor- uch a man, elect him to the per- "went straight to the goal."
and
sent
with
the
earnest
hope
that
the
tion—something to be planned for by all
mance was excellent and wherein manent and highly honorable posiSandspur will reprint.
True, these examples may be
old RoUinsites every year. There is a peit was weak, and why, and how it tion of Dramatic Critic for the ones of concentration. But, after
culiarly contageous spirit aroused by the
might have been strengthened, so Rollins Sandspur.
all, is not cramming concentrareturn of these people who have enjoyed
that he may do better in the fution? All physiology indicates that
Very truly yours
this college as we who are students are
ture.
what is commonly called thinking
E. S. N.
now enjoying Rollins, They have graduThe standard of criticism for
takes place at an extremely rapid
ated, but their interest in the development
college students who, in the narate.
of this school is a common interest for us
By H. ALLEN SMITH
ture of things are able to devote
all. Pleasant associations among classThorndike, Sarah, Reed, Hahn,
United Press Book Editor
only a small portion of their time
mates and faculty are not readily forgotand others who have scientfically
It is an easy thing to become too enthu- to dramatic work and who are givten; the idea behind the idea of a tradiBy EGJ
tudied concentration indicate that
siastic over a good first novel. But cer- en the opportunity of presenting but
tional Homecoming is a worthy one—let's
DID YOU LISTEN TO THE t ordinarily does not last longer
tainly there are first novels that deserve a single performance should not ALL-STAR CHARITY PROGRAM han 30 minutes. After that the
give it all the boosting we can.
all the applause a reviewer has a t his com- be the same as that by which peo- LAST SUNDAY EVENING?
aental system begins to loaf or
This year the Sandspur lent itself wholemand. '*Look Homeward, Angel," was one ple with years of training and exIt was broadcast over both large sleep part of the time.
heartedly to those who had a part in the
of these. And so is "God's Angry Man,"
nce on the professional stage
The following rules are suggestchains and contained some of the
publicity, and we hope that all'those grads
by Leonard Ehrlich (Simons & Schuster).
and the advantage of a "long run"
best music to be found anywhere ed for more effective study:
who read about the plans for the day feaEhrlich, a 27-year-old professor in the are judged, any more than college on the air, all assembled for your
Cram, and cram often.
turing the Miami game, and who were not
standards
of
scholarship
should
be
City College of New York, spent four years
entertainment in a forty-five minRead just as rapidly as you
able to get here, will make arrangements
organizing and writing his book. The re- used as a basis for marking the ute roof-raising presentation of
comprehend.
for next year. They will find the trip
sult most assuredly was worth the effort. literary efforts of school children. real talent. These artists are the
Sleep
until you are no longer
worth the effort,' we feel sure. And if
If acting is our profession, we
It not only is a fine first novel, but an enones who donated their services on sleepy. Half-awake study is ineffianyone doubts the attitude of the Rollins
have supposedly mastered our techviable accomplishment for any novelist.
the last week's program, and if cient.
alumni toward the College, he should read
nique
before
we
accept
the
public's
"God's Angry Man" is the story of the
you missed them you denied yourTalk to fellow students about
the letter in the student opinion column of
life and death of John Brown, the fanatic money for the privilege of watch- self a treat:
your lessons.
last week. That's a sample of it, and the
who considered himself chosen by Jehovah ing and listening to us. But colsuggestion therein is a good one.
And
concentrate for thirty
Paul Whiteman, Isham Jones,
to free the slaves. The story open in Kan- lege dramatics are, after all, priBen Bernie, and Guy Lombardo, minutes at a time.
It shouldn't be necessary to graduate to
sas when Brown and his stalwart sons are marily for the purpose of training
with
their
respective
bands;
Euth
Buchtelite
appreciate what you are getting is college.
leading the revolt against "the slavers." and developing the student, are
Etting, William HaH, and DO, RE,
If the proper perspective requires such a
There is an interlude in which we see the they
And secondarily for [and MI, with their respective
long .angle that -we have to graduate in
boy John Brown, growing up in Ohio. Then the
Many
students
undoubtedly
lisentertaining of those suffi-, voices; and three nationally faorder to sed it, then we should talk to
we are swept along with the story, down
iently interested and sympathetic mous speakers who actually added tened with interest and amazement
some of the returning alumni next year.
to that unbelievable raid on Harper's Ferry,
last
election
night
to
the
lightning
to attend the performances. Such to instead of detracting from the
We'll see you there!
and to the hanging of old Brown.
calculations of Professor Pinkiebeing the case, the critic should pleasure of the whole thing.
stein of Poland. According to an
The book is full of a poetic drama. Its take into consideration the imListen NEXT SUNDAY AT
ALUMNUS LETTER OF LAST
many characters are full-figured, alive and provement, or lack of it, made by
editorial in the Florida Alligator,
10:30, WDBO.
WEEK CONTAINS
personal. Old John himself stands out as the young actor in successive perhe is being observed with sensaMUCH TRUTH
a distinctive achievement in character- formances throughout his college
tional attention by the academic
Football
Under the flowery language and flippant
drawing. His sons—John, Jason, Owen, career.
world.
Yale-Harvard over WDBO, antone of last week's Student Opinion letter
Fred, Watson, Salmon and Oliver—each is
A few days after his arrival he
s for the plays themselves,
(which really was Alumnus Opinion) there
impressed deeply on the reader's mind. they are carefully selected by the nounced by Ted Husing a t 1:15
>s taken into a class room. There
was a great deal of truth.
There are others—Abraham Lincoln in Il- Workshop staff for numerous and Saturday.
the blackboard had been drawn
Scores
of
all
games
at
6:30
over
The one to four years which we spend
linois, Henry Thoreau in New England, Jeb very definite reasons, such as, for
large square divided into twenat RolM»s are, for most of us, the best.
Stuart, Robert E. Lee, and a host of minor instance, suitability to the student WABC, New York, a t 860, if you ty-five smaller squares in each of
can
make
it.
Every
big
game
and
We have an unusual number of advantages
actors in the drama.
performers and the opportunities most of your home town contests which were twenty-five different
and privileges but they don't seem to satnumbers.
Professor Finklestein
it gives them for improving and de- will be read by Eddie Dooley.
isfy us. We find something to "gripe"
Son more books worth reading:
veloping, appropriateness to the Drama
d at the figures on the blackabout continually.
"Mary Lincojn: Wife and Widow," by season in which it is given, and vaIf you like ijaylets on your ra- board for one second. Then he
The writer of the letter says in part,
Carl Sandburg (Harcourt Brace).
The riety for the benefit of the audidio, the FIRST NIGHTER will give turned, back to the blackboard and
"Remember that soon you shall be turned
story of a strange woman, admirably told. ence. Let your critic bear all
you "Honeymoon," a c»medy, at 9 recited correctly every number and
out into the frigid blasts of an unforgiving
"About the Murder of the Circus Queen," these things in mind before he de- P. M., Friday the eighteenth. Try the place located. On hour later
world—and that your complaining voices—
by Anthony Abbott (Covici Friede). In plores the choice of the play.
he was asked to repeat this reciWJZ, 760; WLW, 700.
shall sound appallingly puny in the teeth
which Thatcher Colt is at his best solving
tation. Without hesitation he did
Let your critic, in fairness to all Dance Rhythms
of the hateful gale of practicality."
a crime committed before 60,000 spectators. concerned, be someone with a wide
Bernie—11:30 Monday; 9 Tues- so with perfect accuracy. Others
It might be a good thing foa everyone
"Men Against Death," by Paul de Kruif knowledge of plays and the tech- day; 12:30 Saturday. W E A F 660' of his mental feats were equally
in general and those perennial malcontents
(Harcourt Brace). The stories of 13 men nique of play-writing; someone WSB, 740.
astounding. He added a column
in particular to think this over. It is unwho fought death for mankind, by the au- who can tell a good play from a
Cab Calloway—Thursday at 12, of four digit figures more rapidly
doubtedly true.
thor of that brilliant book, "Microbe poor one apart from whether it
than the average individual adds a
WEAF, 660.
Little good it will do to complain about
Hunters."
pleases or displeases him personIsham Jones —11:30 Tuesday, column of single digit figures.
the boarding house .fare. We'll probably
"Red Economics," by a group of writers ally; someone who can appreciate
Wednesday, Thursday, WABC, 860,
think outselves lucky to have any fare
who know what thejf're talking about.
structure, its wit, (however and last two days on locally.
whatsoever. We can disagree with the adAcording to the Institute of FamHoughton, Mifflin, the publisher aptly de- subtle) its satire, its artistry, and
ministration of a business but the only reLombardo_ll:30 Monday, Fri- ily Relations, the college campus
scribes it as "last minute news of the Five/e all, its purpose no matter how day, locally; Saturday, 11:00.
sult will be to lose our hard-won jobs. We
is rapidly replacing the church soYear Plan."
it may be interpreted by the poor,
can complain about our associates but that
Whiteman—10:00 Friday, Satur- cities as a popular mating-ground.
"The Second Son," by Dominique Durois bungling amateurs.
Lastly, let day 11:30, WEAP, 660.
too, will only ledd to more pavement poundOne of every six marriages ends
(Macauley). The French "Good Earth."
him be someone who has attend- Comedy
ing.
divorce; one in seventy-five
"Thunder in Their Veins," by Leone B. ed countless dramatic productions,
Jack Pearl on the Lucky Hour
We are told that "college is a preparan in college crashes.
Moats (Century). A woman's account of good, poor and indifferent, both; inursaay
Thursday at 10; WSM 650 is the
tion foi; life" (and that last is usually capPolytechnic Reporter.
happenings in Mexico from the time ol amateur and professional, over a : best bet for this,
italized!). It may be, but not as we are
Diaz to the present.
long period of years.
| Willie and Eugene Howard on
going about it now. As this particular
"Lances Down," by Richard Boleslavski
Attendance Record Preserved
Let him have a good night's rest \ WJZ. 760, WLW, 700, Wednesday,
alumnus says, "The descent to earth is disand Helen Woodward (Bobbs-Merrill). A
the night before he goes to the j Thursday, Friday at 7.
astrous."
Wakefield, Mass. (UP)—In orsequel to that engrossing tale, "Way of the
play,
so
that
his
faculties
may
not
j
The
Bath
Club
Revue
with
Fred
der to preserve a perfect 10-year
Lancer."
be dulled by indiglestion or fa- Allen and a fine supporting cast attendance record of a member, the
My father's favorite saying was: "A
"The Life and Death of Ivar Kreuger," tigue. Let him approach his task!for fun, locally at 9 on Sunday.
successful business man is one who watches
Wakefield Rotary Club recently
by William H. Stoneman (Bobbs-Merrill). in a spirit of seriousness, humble- |
—
the crowd and then goes the other way."—
held its meeting at Maiden HospiThe best book yet on the incredible career
Lady Rhondda.
ness, helpfulness and appreciation
Advertise in the Sandspur
tal, where the member was conof the Match King.
of what is being done and what
For Results
fined.
'
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THE OFFICIAL ROLLINS
Dr. Enyart has two degrees from
FAMILY
Ohio .Wesleyan and did graduate
Dr. Holt, after graduation from work at Boston, Brown, and Haryumni of State College and Yale and post grad work at Co- vard Universities^ Right now he
Rollins Entertained
lumbia, first became really prom- is working pretty hard in the Chaient as Editor of "The Independ- pel; and, as always, he is enjoyHonoring the alumnae of the ent." He did thi^ work for 24 ing his family.
Dean Bingham, a Smith graduHorida State College for Women years, during which time he reird Rollins College, the members ceived eight foreign honor decora- ate, came to Lakeside as house
if the Central Florida branch of tions from seven countries in mother in 1928. She was so suche American Association of Uni- Europe. Since 1925, Prexy has cessful controlling the numerous
'ersity Woiqen were hostesses a t been working to make Rollins un- house exits that she was made
1 tea Friday afternoon at the home doubtedly the finest small college Dean of Women the following year.
.f Dr. Rosalie Slaughter Morton. in America. His favorite hobbies Little son, Billy Bingham, supplies
Featuring the meeting was the are gathering ship models and most of her excitement.
alk by Prof. Willard Wattles farming at his Woodstock, Conn.,
Dr. Campbell, Dean of the Charhich included appropriate observ- home. Dr. Holt can tell some pel, started out to be an entomonee of National Education week mighty fine jokes on Fred Hanna logist. He studied the insects at
nd Book week. Interest in dif- and their rug business. Ask him Kansas State Agricultural Colerent types of reading and why about it.
lege, took post grad courses in
eople so differ in their choice,
Dean Anderson is an alumnus Philosophy and Greek, and then
rhether conscious of the reason or
of Bates College and studied fur- went to Auburn Theological Semiot, proved of concern to the group
ther at Minnesota and N. C. State. nary for his work in Divinity. Dean
> which Prof. Wattles spoke as
He is greatly respected by his fel- Campbell, after several pastorates,
'as proven by the forum which
low chemists for his work in that became a citizen of Hartwood, N.
'as conducted after the address.
field.
Fraternities are Deany- Y., and Winter Park, where he
One's conception of progress and
Man's extra-curricular specialty taught Biblical literature. Now
djustment to it in life through
and he has written extensively on Dr. Campbell is Dean of the
Rrious stages from youth may acthe subject. The Dean was at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
)unt for any one or all of the
Mrs. Cass, keeper of the incomRollins in 1921-22 and came back
ve main types as stressed by
(we hope to stay) in 1928. You pletes and eligibilities, graduate
rof. Wattles. Cause and result
can't get away from Rollins once of Wooster College, came to RolI the world of fact as illustrated
lins in 1921 to assist in the treasyou get going there.
f one's trade, profession, or even
urer's office. The following fall
Dr. Enyart is another man who
obby may influence one's readof 1922 Mrs. Cass became Rollins'
igs to be chiefly for informa- returned to Rollins. After being registrar. This fall is Mrs. Cass'
Dean
of
Rollins
for
six
years
endve purposes and to be intensely
tenth anniversary.
ractical and applicable outwardly, ing in 1917, Dean Enyart went
Dilly Ditties
he second point, reading for the overseas to do personnel work in
)irit of adventure in the world of the World War. After the war By Teddy Earle—on her birthday
was
over,
Dr.
went
to
Burdett
Colition, emphasies an appreciation
Hickory, Dickory, Dock,
*. others' experiences in a phy- lege, where for ten years he was The mouse ran up the clock.
cal world as shown apart from Dean of the Department of Busi- The clock struck twelve,
le world of emotions in the third ness Administration. The war's And the mouse ran out for a beer.
jint by exacting the appeal of effects wore off somewhat and the
mse experience in books the main patron saint of all Rollins men Roses are red, violets blue
mcern of which for example may who need help came back to Win- Carnations are many colors,
ter Park.
) human relations.
And so are geraniums.
At this point Prof. Wattles noted
more pronounced evolution of
Members of the audience asked
gnificance of books' appeal by
ting those which stress observa- questions relating to education and
3ns of character and personality how they might best apply the
hich appeal to those interested above principles along with many
Pam-Am Gas and Oil
the great scope of generalities questions concerning the college,
Operated by
" conduct in the world of personal evidencing great appreciation of
Mr. and » • * . E. L. Feller
On the way to Orlando
hies. The fifth point, summing Prof. Wattles' address.
) ap unusually real and applicae study of appeals in different
Tes of reading, showed why some
Follow the crowd to the
>oks influence us (fewer generly than on account of the presding reasons) because of conjnial interests offered in econo(Nearest the Campus)
ic opportunities in a world of
Complete Soda Fountain Service
ork including adjustments i s poliToasted Sandwiches
cs and society.

FRAIEiin GIVES
DANCE ON F l A Y
Kappa Phi Sigma Entertains
Pledges
The actives of Kappa Phi Sigma
fraternity entertained with a house
dance in honor of their pledges Friday night. Paul Whiteman played
for dancing; the Philco working
marvelously. During intermission
Guy Lombardo entertained on the
lawn running down to the lake;
the Philco Transitones also being
in running order. Punch was
served during the evening by Sam,
the new six foot four inch house
man.
The guest list included:
Bobby Parsons, Ruth Cole, Alice
Swan, Ruth Hooker, Calia Gary,
Alice Trowbridge, Josephine Quinn,
Nancy Gantt, Virginia Jaekel,
Rachel Smith, Petrina Wood, Anne
Jones, Virginia Lee Gettys, Sally
Brown.
Louise Smith, Pat Loughery,
Mary Jane McKay, Jeanne Fontaine, Jane Smith, Katherine Rice.
H. P. Abbott, Jr., Stuart Eaton,
Charles Katzman, Earl Geekman,
Jim Hubert, Ike Merrell.

Sorority Entertained Returning Alumnae
At Dinner Friday
Feted Thursday by
Evening in Orlando
Kappa Gammas
Mrs.
Janet Cadman Sharpe,
alumna of Gamma Phi Beta, entertained with a party Friday evening at her home in Orlando for
actives, pledges, and alumnae of
the chapter.
After an evening of bridge light
refreshments were served.
Those present were Petrina
Wood, Ariel Camp, Sara Luce, Kay
Putnam, Marguerite Libbey, Deborah Williams, Jean Jackson, Barbara Lang, Eloisa Williams, Florence Romano, Jane Helm, Peggy
Warner, Roberta Gordon, Mrs. lone
Bassett, Miss Nancy Brown, Miss
Eleanor Krouse, and the hostess,
Mrs. Sharpe.

Delta Epsilon of Kappa Kappa
Gamma held a tea on Thursday at
the chapter house from 4 until 6
o'clock for its home-coming alumnae.
Mrs. J. Irvin Chaffee presided at the tea table and Eleanor
Wright, president of the chapter,
received the guests at the door.
Some of the guests included:
Mrs. W. W. Yothers, Mrs. Davis
Fishback, Miss Charlotte Steinhans, of Orlando; Mrs. B. A.
Burks, Miss Myra Thomas, Mrs.
J. H. Dickinson, Mrs. H. E. Osterling, of Winter Park, and Miss
Margaret McKay, of Tampa.

Sorority Entertained
Pi Phi Entertains at
at Fort Pierce Hotel
Chapter House Dance

Pi Beta Phi Sorority entertained
at the chapter house Wednesday
evening with Arrow Night. Coffee and small cakes were served
at 10 o'clock. Chaperons
were
Mrs. Wilcox, Mrs. Gage, Mrs. Hoffman and Mrs. Menson.
Guests present were:
Ben
Kuhns, Bob Barber, George Barber, Bill Miller, Buck Moon, Bob
Encke, Ed Baldwin, Warren "Apgar, Donald Fisher, Curtis Ganson,
Rip Parsons, Sid Carter, Paul
Worley, Hymie Miller, Bud Coleman, Gordon Jones, Dave TeachAt the meeting of the Spanish out, Flop Morris, Dick Camp and
Club last Wednesday Dr. Eugene Nathan France.
V. Shippen discussed the life and
Betty Young and Mary Kinser
works of Mr. Noyes, painter, who
really played hooky by leaving for
is now in Winter Park.
Plans were then made for the the great city of Eustis on Friprogram to be given next Monday day.
night in the Art Studio for memAdvertise in the Sandspur
bers of the faculty and certain
town people.
For Results

Sylvia Shares was hostess to the
actives and pledges of Chi Omega
at the New Fort Pierce hotel over
the week-end. Guests enjoyed a
steak supper on the beach Saturday night and a trip to Palm
Beach. Swimming, dancing and
bridge served as entertainment
during the remainder of the trip.
Mrs. Bell K. Russell, house chaperone of Chi Omega, accompanied
the group, and other guests were:
Ruth Winfrey, of Orlando; Bessie
Richards and Molly Ames.

ATTEA ON SUNDAY
Phi Beta Entertains Rushees
and Alumnae
Theta Chapter of Phi Beta entertained their rusTiees, patrons
and alumnae at a tea Sunday, November 13, at the home of Dr. J.
B. Thomas. The decorations were
in the fraternity colors, lavender
and gold. Mrs. Dorothea Thomas
Lynch presided over the tea-table
assisted by Lois Ranson and Virginia Orebaugh.
Patrons and patronesses present
were: Mrs. E. J. Sprague, Mrs.
Emilie B. Cass, Mr. Herman'Siewert, Prof. H. P . Harris, Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Dougherty, Dr. and
Mrs. J. B. Thomas, Miss Gretchen
Cox, Mrs. Virginia Richardson
Smith, Mrs. Harry Kelly, Miss
Katerine Lewis, Miss Gertrude
Ward, Miss Myra Thomas and
Mrs. Dorothea Lynch. Other gtiests
included Marion Morrow, Lulu
Cashwel, Eleanor Sheets, Marlene
Eldredge, Eleanor White, Barbara
Parsons, Natalie Cole, Elizabeth
Ransom, Kay Hara, Eleanor Morse,
Isabel Stearns, Margaret Jenkins,
Dorothy Edwards Smith and Barbara Reid.

While Dean Charles A. Campbell is not assuming at present the
full responsibility of the Chapel,
Betty Moody took a vacation and he may be found in the Dean's
went to visit Frances Bloodgood room from ten o'clock on during
in Tangerine. Frances graduated the morning hours.
"a year ago and has a reputation
for being a wonderful hostess.
Monday afternoon Vespers will
consist of compositions of AmeriMrs. A. P. Phillips of Orlando can composers including two by a
entertained the actives and pledges local resident and the Toocata in
of Alpha Phi and their guests at G minor by H. Alexander Maa buffet supper Sunday night.
thews, a Philadelphia composer.
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COLONIAL PHARMACY
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Why put off making
your selection of
Christmas Books

Max Factor Toilet Articles
Hollingsworth's Candies
Free Delivery
Open 7:00 till 11:30

BEAUTY SECTION

DO IT NOW

THE BOOKERY

Mariam's Beauty
Shop
You'll enjoy the game more if
you look your best
346 E. Park Ave.
Phone 113

PATRONIZE
BEAUTY SHOPS
THAT ADVERTISE
IN THE
SANDSPUR

TUC SEA WOLF
the Raw" — as par'
trayed by ihe noted artist^ N . C.
Wycth . . . inspired hy the infamous
Captain Kidd's fierce raids on the
gold-ladLn
Spanish galleons
(1696), v-hich made him (he
« o u r g e o/the Spanish Main.
" V o l u r e in the Raw is Seldom
Mi/d" — and raw tohaecos have
no place m cigarettes.

Andre's Beauty Salon
Thursday - Friday
Nov. 17-18

"Air Mail"
Glo
Stu
Slii
nmerville

Get a Turkey Free!
Two Turkeys will be given
away Thursday night and
two turkeys Friday night
:it tho 9 o'clock show.

ir Service Pleases the Most
Discriminating
Permanent
$5 and $7
mpoo, " '
Wa
Haircut, Manicure, Arch.
Each
SOc
Orlando Phone 3479

FOR QUICK
and

Saturday Only!

••.\merican Madness"
Walter Huston
Kay Johnson

COMFORTABLE

For The
Cumberland Game
You'll want to look your
best. We'll wave your hair
in its most becoming style.
Special prices to Eollins
students.

Finger-wave Drying
Visit

Lucius Beauty Shop

Eda's Beauty Salon

In the Fort Gatlin Hotel
Phone 9637

Sunday and Monday

-Marlcne biotrich
"The Blonde Venus"

Announcing the Opening
of The

Harper Method Shop
A Sparks Theair
Florence M. Weaver

BABY
GRAND

Scientific care of Scalp, Hair and Skin
Facials
Manicuring
.\11 kinds of Waving
Permanent Waving

246 E. Park Ave. North

N o r a w tobaccos i n Luckies
—that's w h y they're so mild
"VVTE buy the finest, the
very finest tobaccos
in all the world—but that
does not explain •svhy folks
everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never
overlook the t r u t h that
" N a t u r e in the R a w is
Seldom Mild"—so these
fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by
the words—"It's toasted".
That's why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say
that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

ROLLINS DEFEATS MIAMI UNIVERSITY FOR FIRST TIME 6-0
flllAGKHftLIEO
BY m TEfll

ON THE
SIDELINES
WITH
PENDEXTER

liTAS i D I
Two Teams Loom Strongest
Contenders in Touch League

SPORT

MIXTURES

Encounters between ancient rivals were high
spots of last Saturday's big football games;
Thumbnail biographies of Tar football men

Rollins Frosh Stars
In Rodeo At Orlando
Last Friday Night
Miss Barbara Connor, a Rollins
freshman, last Friday took part
in the Rodeo held a t the fair
grounds in Orlando. She demonstrated surprising ability in the
trick riding events. Miss Connor
is the daughter of Wayne Connor,
the director of the Indian River
School a t New Smyrna. She has
won many cups and trophies in
other rodeos in this part of the
state.
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lY MGim

Battles between traditional riV' is grooming him for a steady posiBelieve me, the people who came
A more experienced though als were the highlights of last Sat- tion on the 1933 team.
to Florida for warm weather are perhaps lighter Delta Rho Gamma urday's football games.
Other activities in which Stu'is
Rogers, Sealover, and Contini getting a left-handed slap on the team suffered its second defeat of
Injuries and Over-eonfiden«
Princeton followers went crazy interested are Rat Court, Tomokan
back tonight . . . luckily, I remem- the Intra-mural football season with ecstasy when John Paul Kad- and "Gibby." During vacations he
Star As Annual HomeWill Be Greatest Barriers
bered how cold Dyche was after when Bill Miller of the X Club lie, brilliant sophomore back, fired mixes contracting with loafing.
coming Game Is Won
To Rollins In Game
the sun went down in the final pe- All-Stars snagged a short pass a pass to Kenneth Fairman, who
Last week he was a Hoover parriods . . . there go the Miami hom- over the center of the line and stumbled five yards to Yale's goal
By BERNARD BRALOVE
tisan. He still is. With sevi
Next Friday night the Cumber,
A fighting Rollins team that bres wrapped up in blankets to twisted and slipped his way over line for the touch down that made other fellows he inhabits a hou;
land University Griddelrs invade
wouldn't be beat turned back the keep their blood steaming . . . they the goal line for the slim six-point the score, Princeton 6, Yale 7. on the lake kitty-corner from the
Orlando to meet the undefeated'
aerial attack of the Hurricanes look like a tribe of Indians on the margin that beat the Delta De- When the try for point was suc- Art Studio. The "X" Club pledged
Rollins
Tars. The Tars are flusli
warpath
.
.
.
that
number
"26"
mons. The X Club playing its first cessful—Well!
from Miami last Thursday night
him at the end of rushing.
from their first victory over Miami!
to turn in a 6-0 victory. It was punts like Ray Miller . . . if that game of the season, showed plenRugged Bart Viviano led the
Charles Sealover was born in
University and Coach McDowall
fellow
with
the
cow-bell
sits
near
ty
of
fight
and
spirit,
getting
away
the first time that the Tars have
afraid that his team will suffet]
us . . . it's a good night for the fast on the offensive, and break- Big Red, of Cornell, to a 21-6 vic- Zanesville, Ohio, on April 17, 1912,
ever scored on the Miamians and
much from overconfidence i
poets with that mist hanging over ing up every attempt of the tough tory over Dartmouth. For five anx- at a quarter after three on a Satit was the crowning glory to the
ious
years
Cornell
alumni
have
urday
afternoon.
It
was
raining.
tilt.
Due to the hard game that|
the field . . . someone is comparing Delta Rho Gamma aggregation.
first annual homecoming game.
been waiting for that day. "Der After some shifting the country,
the Rollinites had with the Hurri.
their beret with Dean Enyart's
The RoUinsites clung tenaciously
Wally Child and Harvey Ford Tag" has been the toast at every Charlie and his parents finally setDate
Is
Set
For
December
canes
last week, McDowall allowed
. . . the "moon" must have come
were the shining lights on the De- reunion. The undergraduates were tled in Lakeland, Fla., seven years
to a six-point lead that they were
12 and 13
the men to break training untl
over the mountain . . . here come
able to get in the third quarter the rowdies who were in the pa- mon team, but the All-Stars glad too.
ago.
He grew up as boys will,
Monday morning.
when Will Rogers knifed off the rade . . . where did they pick up smothered every pass and broke
Notre Dame came back to out- and went away to college. SouthLittle is known about tlii
Rollins College will be host to
right side of the line to go the that bell? . . . the last one they through each running and plugging class Northwestern, 21-0. " P u g " ern college. Here he earned letthe members of the Southern In- strength of the Cumberland outfit
remaining two yards for a touch- got came off a nigger church . . . play. Bob Enke flipped the oval Rentner suffered a broken rib early ters in football and basketball.
tercollegiate Athletic Association except that they have always ha(
in
the
X
Club
backfield,
with
Curt
down.
in the first half, and with him to Last spring Southern college dis- at its annual meeting here on De- a strong team in the years past
it broke after they had carried it
Ganson, Bill Miller, and Bernie the sidelines went the Wildcat
As the last quarter neared the all the way to the game . . . it
continued inter-collegiate football. cember 12 and 13, it is announced. The Tars will be handicapped
Bralove giving him fine support hopes. A long run, and two sweet
end the Tars grounded a pass of the looks like a long, cold winter down
Since Charlie likes to play footJohn W. McDowall, director of injuries for this encounter as
in the line. Score, 6-0.
passes were Notre' Dame's scoring ball and because he is going to
Hurricanes and took the ball on here, sub . . . here come the Tars
athletics at Rollins, and general many injuries that the veteran
Theta Nu's Down Kappa Alpha vehicles.
downs. Ray Miller hit the line . . . Flop Morris is looking serious
make
coaching
his
life
work,
he
dechairman
of the committee on lo- sustained in the Miami game am
The Theta Kappa Nu Wildcats
hanging to the ball for dear life. for once in his life . . . WashingIn another annual game some cided to transfer to Rollins. And cal arrangements, has announced even in the earlier games have
rang up their second victory of
A few seconds were all that re- ton loping over to Jack McDowall
cornhuskers
from
Nebraska
put
on
here
he
is.
Already
he
has
prothat
the
Virginia
Inn in Winter failed to respond to treatraertl
the season by trouncing an eager
mained before the termination of . . . doesn't Jack ever quit smokKappa Alpha team to the tune of a great show as they outplayed and ceeded to carve out a regular po- Park has been designated as the "Tommy" Thompson sustained
the game and he was taking no ing during a game . . . they're out
13-0 in the second game of the out-gained the Panthers in a "pore- sition for himself in the Tar line- official conventional headquarters. bad elbow injury that will prob-|
chances on marring a history mak- warming up now . . . across the
afternoon.
The game was the less tie game in Lincoln, Neb. up. While not spectacular, Char- McDowall's committee is planning ably keep him on the sidelines
ing evening.
field the Florida lads are giving
game. Dick Washington, L
hardest battle yet waged on Car- Pitt's titular aspirations went up lie is in there all the time and entertainment for the delegates
them the once-over . . . the toss
As the game opened Rollins
has been a large factor in most of Sunday afternoon, December 11. ton Malone and Dan Contini are
negie Field, both teams giving the flue.
ceived the kickoff and kicked on . . . lined up now . . . that funny their best to beat their traditional
A weird game between Georgia the Rollins victories this year.
Rollins
College
will
hold
a
banffering
from minor injuries tl
the first down. The Tars held Mi feling in the pit of my stomach rivals. A long pass from Stod- Tech and Alabama ended 6-0 in
Charlie rooms a t the Winter quet in honor of the delegates
11 no doubt keep them from theaj
ami for three downs and they wer< . . . a nice high ball . . . little dard to Worley late in the second favor of the former. Sixteen first Park Hotel. A table in one corTuesday
evening,
December
13.
top
form.
forced to punt. It rolled to Rog- Danny Contini slapping his hands quarter gave the Wildcats their downs for Alabama and one for ner of the beanery is capably
J. W. Provine, Mississippi ColIn spite of all the advers
ers and when he attempted to pick together'and looking up and down first score. The extra point was Tech were the statistics. But a served by him. His summers are
lege, is president of the S. I. A. cumstances of the game, the Tan
the line . . . he's got the same
it up he fumbled and M
added a moment later on a short Tech hack named Galloway ran 75 spent like those of most of us, eat- A. Other officers are E. H. Shufavored to be the victors, ani
spirit that Fencl has . . . I'm a t
covered. However,
yards in the first period for the ing and sleeping. Occasionally he
lateral pass, Parker to Worley.
ler, Wofford College, first district will put up their usual first rate
last warm . . . why don't those
suited as the Tars again held
winning six points. He and the swings an axe in a lumber camp.
vice president; C. B. Wray, Mer- game of football.
Tinker fiellj
downs, and after two unsuccessful cheer leaders concentrate on yells
The K. A.'s fought hard to over- rest of his team took it on the When the Glee Club is organized,
cer University, second district vice Friday, 8:15 p. m.
instead of the game . . . that come the seven point lead, filling chin during the remainder of the
attempts at the line, they
Charlie will participate actively president; M. C. White, Millsaps
"Some boy" is a cry for help if I the air with long passes, many of game, and liked it.
kicked. The Hurricanes tried
with his rolling baritone. As I College, third-district, vice presiAmelia Bigelow went to Nel
spinner through the line that ever heard one . . . there goes which connected for long gains.
Amherst spent the afternoon have mentioned before, upon his dent; A. E. Porter, Centre College, Smyrna for a visit with her motlt
netted them five yards. Again Rogers . . . he is the slipperiest The K. A.'s, however, lacked the running rings around poor Wilgraduation in "'34" he expects to fourth district vice president; Robthe Rollins team held and Miami little runner . . . reminds me of decisive punch to put the ball liams. With Samaritan kindness
embark on a coaching career.
ert T. Hinton, Georgetown College,
punted. It was a very poor punt Albie Booth . . . you never know
ss, and late in the third quar- they gave Williams 7 points.and
COMING C A M E S
lecretary-treasurer.
and it went out of bounds on the whether he's down . . . or still
;aw their hopes of victory prac- only took 32 for themselves. Darn
Many of the college teams are
side-slipping
through
for
another
Thirty-three colleges and uniTar 4B-yard line. On the first
tically blasted when Ed Butner, white of them.
taking a well-earned rest next Sat- versities in Kentucky, Louisiana,
play Rogers went 30 yards on a five yards . . . Miller is kicking Theta Nu end, took a long pass
urday. However, fifteen import- South Carolina, Georgia, Missisreverse. Miller hit the left side of beautifully . . . he cocks his head out of the arms of George Carri THUMBNAIL BIOGRAPHIES
ant games will take place. They sippi, Tennessee and Florida are
the line for four yards. On an- to one side after he gets the ball son and made a beautiful fiftyCoal and Wood
OF FOOTBALL MEN
games toward which thirty
other reverse, Rogers gained 12 off . . . McDowall can always yard run to score a second touchembers of the S. I. A. A.
From Cleveland, Ohio, comes teams have been pointing all seayards and it looked like the Rol tell whether Ray is going to kick down for the Wildcats. Referee
Jack Fisher. He reached his magames which will decide seclinsites were going to score. Oi by the way he fingers his helmet Froggy Walter, whose
fertile jority last January. A transfer,
George Edwards is spending
tional championships and tradithe next play Miller gained eight . . . no score as yet but it looks mind conceives rulings and laws
Jack is now passing trough h:
uch time in Orlando practicing
tional rivalries.
yards, but Washington hit a stone like we have the edge on them . . . to govern each debatable play a:
third and last year at Rollins. Four
r
a play in which he has the
Dick
Washington
said
something
wall. The Tars were penalized 15
it arises, ruled the touchdown le years of perseverance at Reserve
Engraver—Jeweler
Colgate and Brown, both unde- lead.
yards for holding on the third down about a "mental hazard" . . . Sea- gal despite the fact that Butner
Diamond Setter
and Rollins have not gained a let- feated teams, will meet on Thankslover
has
been
smearing
them
beand the prospects for a score went
Guaranteed Watch Repairing of
and Garrison were in rather close ter in football for Jack. Not a
giving
and
to
the
winner
will
go
glimmering. The first peri»d end' hind the line and Danny is death contact at the time Butner snagSwiss
and
American Watches
Betty Young was the guest last
natural athlete, Jack has by deter- the mythical championship of the
ed with the ball in Rollins' pos- on those would-be end runs . . . ged the pigskin.
GROVER MORGAN
mination and hard work accumu- East. If Auburn defeats Georgia week-end of Mary Kinser a t Eussesion with four yards to go for the half . . . there go the Frosh
In
Bennett
Electric Shop
The last quarter was fast and lated a store of football skill which they will be the unchallenged
and Sophomore boys . . . nothing
a score. Thompson was hurt
will probably earn him that much champions of the Southern conferthe last play and had to be helped like a good brawl to liven up the furious, the Kappa Alpha's
desired
"R"
by
the
end
of
the
presence. All indications to date show
evening . . . Duke Wellington is perately trying to pull the game
from the field.
out there looking efficient . . . out of the fire, the Theta Nu' ent s,eason. His dad will be right that they will run up a high score
The play in the second quarte: what an unholy-looking variety of striving to hold their opponents proud.
against the Georgia team.
Pitt
was for the most part in the mid clothes on those lads . . . the gun and maintain their thirteen point
When not studying or playing and Carnegie will battle for the
Make your selection now while our line is complete. Priced
die of the field, but as the half and a nice track meet towards that lead. The whistle at the end of footbal). Jack is either sleeping a t City of Pittsburg title. The edge
from Ic up.
ended, Rollins was again in a scor- white football . . . they're four the game found the ball somewhei;^ the Theta Kapa Nu house, or rid- is greatly in favor of Pittsburg.
deep on it now . . . and there goes in midfield, both teams still scrap- ing around in a green Ford roading position.
The annual clash between Yale
The second half opened with an- Cooper towards the Sophs goal ping for all they were worth. Car. ster. Summers, Jack raises and and Harvard will be observed with
what a letdown . . . we were risen was the mainspring of the sells beets and onions on his truck varying degrees of interest by
other Rollins offense that looked
f for some nice fist-fights and K. A. offense with Stufflebeam farm in east Cleveland. He would thousands of spectators. The outlike a sure score. Twice they had
torn
shirts . . . much shifting to and Parsons providing plenty of like to live on a South Sea island come of this game can never be
the ball in a scoring position but
both times something went wrong. let people back to their seats . . . work. Parker and Stoddard show- and write. Well.
predicted. Another event, which
the team . . . they have ed up well in the Theta Nu backAs Miami kicked from behind their
Stu Morse lives in Woodstock, is rooted in antiquity, is the Laown goal line for the third time, that "kill 'em" look in their eye field, Wetherell, Roberts, and But- Conn. Prexie lives there too. I fayette-Lehigh encounter. Again
the kickoff . . . lordy, it's get- ner in the line. Score, Theta Kap- hazard a guess that Stu is here no favorite can be picked. Ohio
the Tars started a drive that would
not be denied. Horton was sent ting colder . . . that mist is set- pa Nu 13, Kappa Alpha 0.
because Prexie asked him to come. State will probably take over Illiin for Washington. Miller tossed tling down . . . Contini looks tired
Stu has played football for the nois in their renewal of hostilities.
a long pass that Contini grabbed and so does Flop . . . there goes
last five of his 22 years. The Temple is favored over Villanova,
will
meet
Tampa
Junior
College
from the hands of two Miami men Will . . . what a sweet little runWoodstock
Academy Varsity, the
SERVICE
5 Holy Cross over Manhattan.
over . . .please, dear at Harper-Shepherd field in a Lewiston Academy Varsity, the
and he was downed on the eightgame which >vill decide whether
QUALITY
CLEANLINESS
yard line. Rogers crashed through God, make that kick good . . .
Vermont
University
Frosh squad,
to the five-yard line on a reverse, too bad, Dick . . . look a t those they deserved the 12-6 defeat they is the list of teams on which- Stu
suffered
at
the
hands
of
the
infellows fight . . . they're
and Miller followed with four
played before arriving a t Rollins
yards through the center. A quar- givmg our line a beating . . . Mac- vaders three weeks ago in a game last year. Last year Stu was an
Northern Outskirts of Winter Park
ill is as nervous as a cat . . . abroad. Inasmuch as this is the
terback sneaked failed, but on the
the Rat team. Stu is now
goes Shorty Fischer out . . . last game the Eats will play this guard on the Tar Varsity. He is
next play Rogers stepped over the
en on the field, but we avoided season, they are out to end up with not a rgeular, but Coach McDowall:
goal line behind beautiful intere gain with a "sleeper" play a victory. In the Tampa game they
ference on another reverse through
don't they ever give a sensi- had a statistical victory in every
the right side of the line. The
Daily Greens Fee
50 cents
heer when a man comes off i department although they were
Tars missed the try for the extra
COLLEGE RATES
Doyle looks griped . . . hold lacking the scoring punch they
point, and the quarter ended.
showed
in
their
battle
with
New
Men's
Season
Ticket
$20.00
that lead . . . and who are the
The Tars were on the defense little devils who are under the Smyrna. Carmody starred in this
Come In and See Us
Women's Season Ticket .. 15.00
during the entire fourth period. tands with those sticks . . . once game and will be a threat when We have Sandwiches and Cold
Course is in best condition in its
Drinks
A Free Cup of Coffee With Each Meal
The Hurricanes took to the air and nore and down goes Hines to set- the two teams line up this Friday,
history
CURB SERVICE
threw pass after pass in a last- le up . . . that band down there Although the Freshman squad has
Used Cars of All Makes
Winter Park Golf Club
minute effort to score, but the as an uncanny faculty for play- not practiced as often as usual in
335 Park Ave.
Tars tightened up when their goal ing at the wrong moment . . . a scrimmage with Winter Park
line was threatened.
over and the Tars are their execution of plays was much
Line-up and score:
yet . . . what a Home- smoother than in previous encountMiami
Rollins
. back to Winter Park
Sissman
LE
Contini (C.)
sandwiches at the CoGraczyk
G. Rogers unbeaten a; everyone grinning and
Brion
Sealover
3 . . . no free show till
Henderson
toaste( . . . well, home and
W. Morris
At the entrance of Orwin Manor
- Established 18 Years
Puglisi
lonial . . up
. by the fireplace . . .
Cruger warming
Heckman
looking
and North Orange Avenue
H. Thompson what
a wis
sweet ball game . . . RogBuckley
Childs next week
sure run . . . Home-coming
EXCLUSIVE AGENCY
T. Thompso
Horton
PIT BARBECUES OUR
Friday afternoon the Frosh
Bates (C.)
W. Rogers
LHB
SPECIALTY
Fogler
Miller
RHB
Graney
Doyle

S,I.H,Tfl
CONVENIN HERE

TheCityTransferCo,

CHRISTMAS CARDS
ROLLINS PRESS

DiM)EZVOU$

BAE-B- Q

ALOMA

Golf Coarse

FRED M. FLOYD

FINE FOODS
SPECIAL STEAK AND SEA FOOD
DINNERS

NOACK AND HALL

HAM'S PIT
BARBECUE

For Automobile
Insurance

See Sid Carlson-x'28

THE WINTER PARK PHARMACY
EVERY DAY CUT PRICES

Elizabeth Arden Venetian Toilet
Preparations

